Approximately three-hundred and fifty periodical and book citations of works dating from 1930 to 1972 (the majority of which are recent) on international education are included in this select bibliography. The scope, involving many aspects of internationalism, is reflected by the topic headings: Universal Man; World Community; Implicit Culture; Ideology; Nationalism; Patriotism; Political Socialization; Perception and Communication; International Education: Philosophy, Policy, and Practice; General Curriculum Considerations; International Education: At the Elementary Level and At the Secondary Level; Operational Programs; Teacher Preparation; Prejudice; Pressure Groups; Other Cultures' Interpretations of International Education; Art; Academe Programs; The International Posture of the United States; The United Nations, and Miscellaneous Readings. Overall arrangement is topical. Within each of the eighteen sections, author entries, which include complete bibliographic information, are arranged alphabetically. (SJM)
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INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

Arthur Newman

University of Florida
I. UNIVERSAL MAN


Kluckhohn, Clyde, Mirror for Man (Greenwich, Conn.: Fawcett Publications, Inc.).


II. WORLD COMMUNITY


III. IMPLICIT CULTURE


IV. IDEOLOGY


V. NATIONALISM


VI. NATIONALISM IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, ETC.


VII. PATRIOTISM


VIII. POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION


IX. PERCEPTION AND COMMUNICATION


Green, R., Racism and Attitude Change: The Role of the Mass Media, 1970. ERIC #ED039721


X. *International Education: The Case For and Scope Of (Considerations of Philosophy, Policy, and Practice)*


Alternative Futures and Educational Policy, Stanford Research Institute, Feb., 1970, ERIC #ED038358.


Bryson, L., ed., Learning and World Peace (N.Y.: 1548)


Education Panorama - See All Issues.


International Education, A. Malik, ed., U. of Tennessee (see initial issue, Fall, 1971, and subsequent issues).

King, David C., ed., International Education for Spaceship Earth (Foreign Policy Association, 1971).


Mudd, S., ed., Conflict, Resolution and World Education (Indiana: 1967).


*UNESCO Courier*, see most issues, several articles.

*VISTA* (United National Association), most issues, several articles.

X (A). **INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION: GENERAL CURRICULUM CONSIDERATIONS**

Agan, Raymond J. and Hajda, Joseph, eds., *Curriculum for Man in an International World* (Kansas State University, 1971).


"New Ways to Reduce Distrust Between the United States and Russia," *Transaction*, April, 1968.


X (B). INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION: AT THE EARLY CHILDHOOD AND ELEMENTARY LEVELS


*Childhood Education*, see most issues, several articles.


X (C). INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION: ON THE SECONDARY LEVEL

(also see several articles under 'patriotism' on bibliography)


"Education on War, Peace, Conflict, and Change," Intercom, 12, Fall, 1970.

Intercom, most issues, several articles.

International Education for Spaceship Earth (Foreign Policy Assoc., 1970).


X (D). INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION: OPERATIONAL PROGRAMS


X(E). INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION: DRAWING UPON THE ACADEMIC DISCIPLINES


X(F). INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION: TEACHER PREPARATION

**Adventures on a Blue Marble: Approaches to Teaching Inter-Cultural Understanding** (The Commission on Secondary Schools, Southern Assoc. of Colleges and Schools, Georgia, 1969).


XI. PREJUDICE


XII. PRESSURE GROUPS
National Elementary Principle, LXII, Jan., 1964, several articles.

XIII. OTHER CULTURES' INTERPRETATIONS OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
Phi Delta Kappan, Jan., 1970, Several articles.

XIV. ART


40th Yearbook of National Society for the Study of Education.


**XV. ACADEME AND INT. ED. PROGRAMS**


**XIV. THE INTERNATIONAL POSTURE OF THE UNITED STATES**


**XVII. THE UNITED NATIONS**

(For good bibliography on U.N., especially as regards teaching for and about the organization on the elementary level, see *Instructor*, Oct., 1969, pp. 74-76).


*UNESCO Courier*.

*VISTA* (U.N.A. publ.)


**XVIII. MISCELLANEOUS READINGS**


